
   

DAYTONA MILTON KEYNES 

INKART CHAMPIONSHIP 2013 

TASTER ROUND – 27TH  JANUARY 

The drivers arrived on a damp morning at Daytona Milton Keynes for the Taster Round of the 2013 InKart 

Championship, although the overnight rain had finally cleared the remaining snow. 

In tune with the recent weather a sudden downpour kicked off the day making practice very wet. 

However the drivers persevered and began to familiarise themselves with changes in the new format, 

specifically the introduction of the side-by-side start. 

NATIONAL 

CADET 

HEAT 1 

Robert Taylor and Jack Deakin were a bit eager to get going and shot off far too fast before the opening lap, 

therefore the heat was reset and ready to give it another go.  Once underway the heat leader Robert Taylor 

span out at turn 10 leaving a gap for Jack Deakin to exploit and move into first position. Charly Field took 

second place through turn 6, only for Robert Taylor to move down the inside of turn 2 to retake position.  

Charly Field then went on to gain an advantage by contact on Robert Taylor at turn 4, resulting in a slide down 

the grid. 

Jack Deakin crossed the line first, followed by Robert Taylor in second. 

 

HEAT 2 

The second heat was significantly spread and there wasn’t much activity out there, until Harrison overtook on 

the inside of turn 4 to gain fourth place in style. George Hucknall held strongly for the entire heat and took the 

chequered flag, Kameron Mehrban second and Luke Richardson third. 

  



   

 

HEAT 3 

After starting on pole, Kameron Mehrban moved back into second place after losing out on the first lap.  Ben 

Surtees-Wheat took a slight knock at turn 1 but regained his composure to move on. Kameron Mehrban snuck 

into the lead at turn 4 on the inside but lost it at turn 10 when he took it too wide.  The same thing then 

happened between Kameron and Lewis; Kameron 

once again took position at turn 4, only to drift 

wide at turn 10 to lose it to Lewis.  After a 

number of attempts Kameron finally got turn 10 

correct and drove into the lead.  Lewis tried it on 

at turn 5 but couldn’t find the grip and lost out.  

On the final lap it was really tight at turn 11 

before the line, Lewis had a great run but 

Kameron just held on to take the win. It finished 

with Kameron first, Lewis second and George 

Hucknall third. 

 

HEAT 4 

Lots of drivers span out at the first few corners in the damp conditions.  This left the way clear for Jack Deakin 

to take the lead on the inside of turn 6 all the way from fourth place on the first lap. Tyler Fossey spun out of 

his own accord and got himself stuck at turn 3. Robert Taylor took third place on the final lap. The race finished 

with Jack Deakin as the winner, George Hucknall second and Robert Taylor third position. 

 

HEAT 5 

Robert Taylor took the lead from Luke 

Richardson around the inside of turn 5.  Luke 

then span out at turn 6 dropping him into fifth 

place; he then pulled out on traffic and 

received a warning flag for his troubles.  Robert 

Taylor came from third to first along the inside 

of turn 5.  Jack Deakin was deducted a lap for 

gaining advantage by contact on the final lap. 

First place was Robert, followed by Kameron in 

second and Lewis third. 

 

HEAT 6 

Cameron Burn span off around turn 2 losing him several places.  Harrison Pughe then committed an advantage 

by contact on Charly Field around turn 2 after hitting him in the back and causing a spin.  Charlie Toes then 

found himself spinning at turn 10 and lost two positions.  Charlie Toes and Armandos were having a great 

battle around the final lap but Armandos just had the edge. Charly Field emerged as victor; in second place 

was Armandas and third, Charlie Toes. 

 

B FINAL 

Charly Field and Harrison Pughe were out front on their own, the final was pretty spaced out and it looked to 

be a two horse race.  Harrison took the lead through the start/finish line and powered on, he looked to have it 

sewn up until Charly powered past into first position taking his place in the final, second was Harrison Pughe. 



   

 

GRAND FINAL 

Jack Deakin took out George Hucknall and the 

resulting blow knocked into race leader 

Kameron Mehrban and dropped him back down 

the grid – a black flag was issued to Jack.  It was 

really close at the top between Robert, Lewis 

and Luke.  Lewis took the lead through the 

inside of turn 1 after finding an excellent line.  

Charlie Toes had a nudge on the finish straight, 

but sportingly gave back position.  George went 

down the inside at turn 6 to gain third position.  

George then sped through the inside of turn 9 

to out-brake Luke and take second place.  

Robert Taylor dropped down to fourth place 

after a promising start. 

Lewis held strong at the front and took the win, George Hucknall in second and Luke Richardson in third. 

 

JUNIOR 

HEAT 1 

Matthew Diemer spun at turn 2, James Whitaker 

got stuck with him as he had nowhere to go.  Ben 

Bointon spun of his own accord around turn 6.  

James Whitaker spun at turn 4 of his own accord.  

Jack Wilson and Jamaal Ahmed finally gave us some 

action having a great battle; Jack got a good exit 

around turn 11 and took Jamaal up the inside of 

turn 1.  Jamaal found some grip and retook Jack 

around the inside of turn 6. 

All karts take chequered, Jamaal first, Jack second 

& James Potter third. 

 



   

 

HEAT 2 

Jack Wilson spun at turn 2 on the second lap.  James Whitaker and James Potter came together at turn 4 

resulting in them both spinning out, however they made a quick recovery back into the action.  Jamaal span at 

turn 6 causing him to lose one position. 

Matthew Diemer crossed the line in first, 

James Whitaker followed in second and then 

James Potter third. 

 

HEAT 3 

Hamish Hall span at turn 6 due to a driver 

error.  James Whitaker took first place 

through turn 10 from Ben Bointon.  Matthew 

Diemer made a good overtake to gain second 

down the inside of 4.  Ben Bointon spun out 

at turn 10, lost 2 places and dropped back 

down to fifth.  Matthew Diemer was right on 

the tail of first place through the start finish line, but he then span at turn 6 - luckily without losing any places.  

Ben then span again at turn 6 dropping one more place. 

James Whitaker finished in first, Matthew in second and James Potter third. 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  



   

FINAL 

As the final got underway, Jamaal clipped the kerb and knocked another driver, for which he received a 

bumping board as a warning.  Matthew span at turn 4 - he was in first position but then dropped back to last.  

The top 3 drivers were really close with fourth catching them.  Jack Wilson overtook down the inside of turn 5 

for fifth position.  Ben Bointon span at turn 4 dropping away from fourth position, leaving a big gap between 

himself and the front runners.  Jack Wilson then took Hamish Hall through the inside of turn 10 and moved up 

to fifth position.  Hamish then span at turn 10 falling to the back of the grid. James Whitaker took the win 

followed by James Potter in second and Jamaal in third. 

 

INTERNATIONAL 

The International drivers were slightly more fortunate than their National counterparts as the sun came out 

and began to dry the circuit – more than a slight change from the earlier racing. 

JUNIOR 

HEAT 1 

Tyler Parslow started at the back of the grid and managed to work his way up to second with a stand out 

manoeuvre around turn 5 to gain position.  Stephen Netting gained advantage by contact at turn 8.  Tyler and 

Sam were close behind Jamil who lead at this point, but they looked to be running out of time.  Owen Pearce 

gained third position at turn 2 on the final lap. It finished Jamil first, Tyler second and Sam Barclay third. 

 

HEAT 2 

Sam and George came off at turn 3 on the pace lap.  Sam then received a bumping board for a bit of foul play.  

Stephen span out at turn 10 losing a number of places.  Sam Howell dropped to fourth but then gained third 

back around turn 6.  Another advantage by contact from Stephen Netting, earned him a black flag, a trip to the 

pit-lane and a strong word from the pit marshal.  Jamil and Alex were having a great battle and Jamil snuck in 

front around turn 11 to gain fifth.  Brandon took George at turn 8 to move into seventh position; these two 

were having a good tussle.  Jamil overtook Sam Howell between turn 7 and 8.  An unfortunate Sam Barclay lost 

a chain with a minute to go, showing the importance of staying off the kerbs. Owen Pearce finished first, Tyler 

in second and Jamil followed in third position. 

 

 

HEAT 3 

Stephen Netting spun at turn 2 on his opening lap.  Owen pulled a clean move around the inside of turn 10 to 

take fourth.  Owen then took second place from Tyler along the back straight.  Again he moved into first 

position through turn 4, Owen seemed to be on fire with a lot of grip.  Stephen unfortunately spun at turn 10 



   

dropping right down the grid.  Alex Churchill lost out to Tyler on turn 4; Tyler had the racing line and Alex 

ended up in the tyre wall - these two had been battling hard all the way through. Owen Pearce crossed the line 

first, Tyler second and Jamil third for the second heat running. 

 

FINAL 

Jamil started well and took second place on the inside of turn 2.  Brandon lost a few positions after going wide 

at turn 4.  But he then gained a place around turn 7.  Sam Barclay edged past Sam Howell around turn 5 to 

move into fourth position. Brandon tried a brave move at turn 10 around Sam, but didn't manage to pull it off.  

Alex Churchill came in to the pits with some Kart troubles and switched out with 4 minutes to go.  Sam Barclay 

left the track at turn 5 and decided to take the off-road route, not often a successful option when using slick 

tyres.  Owen was still out front showing off his skill to fellow competitors as he looked untouchable in the final 

few heats, but Jamil was still right on his tail. They crossed the line with Owen taking the win, followed by Jamil 

in second then Tyler in third position. 

 


